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Rotating wheel filter design and optimization for a
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Abstract Treatment planning of heavy-ion radiotherapy involves predictive calculation of not only the phys-

ical dose but also the biological dose in a patient body. The goal in designing beam-modulating devices for

heavy ion therapy is to achieve uniform biological effects across the spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP). To achieve

this, a mathematical model of Bragg peak movement is presented. The parameters of this model have been

resolved with Monte Carlo method. And a rotating wheel filter is designed basing on the velocity of the Bragg

peak movement.
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1 Introduction

The main reason for the increasing interest in the

use of heavy ion beam for radiotherapy is its high

potential for sparing healthy tissue surrounding a tu-

mor, which is due to its inverted depth-dose distri-

bution presenting a Bragg peak at the end of its

range. In addition, heavy ion beam shows a consider-

able increase in biological effectiveness in the peak
[1]

.

Heavy ion beam is thus a promising tool for the ra-

diation therapy of deep-seated tumors. Pioneering

work of heavy ion radiotherapy has been conducted

at Lawrence Berkeley laboratory and was reviewed

by Chu et al
[2]

.

In conventional application, heavy ion beam is

spreaded laterally by scattering or wobbling method,

while a uniform dose distribution in depth is achieved

by an energy modulation through a modulator wheel

or a ridge filter
[3, 4]

. Thorough mixing of the par-

ticles with different ranges may occur through scat-

tering in the ridge filter material and subsequent ab-

sorber, or the filter may be made to oscillate across

the beam to average out any inhomogeneity[4]. This

broadening produces a fluctuation of the linear en-

ergy transfer (LET) throughout the spread-out Bragg

peak (SOBP). Any variation in LET induces a fluc-

tuation in relative biological effectiveness (RBE) as

well. This phenomenon must be taken into account
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in designing the SOBP in the case of modulation of

high-LET heavy-ion beams
[1]

.

Jongen et al reported a rotating energy

absorber
[5]

. This device makes the Bragg peak move

in the continuous velocity. But the beam penetrates

the device through the diameter direction, result-

ing in a big space occupied in the beam direction.

And they did not provide the parameter computing

method of the rotating energy absorber.

In this paper, a rotating wheel filter is designed

on the basis of the velocity of the Bragg peak move-

ment, which synthesizes the advantages presented in

both of the rotating, stepped absorber described by

Koehler
[4]

and the rotating energy absorber described

by Jongen
[5]

. Moreover, the designing parameter is

calculated with Monte Carlo method.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Design of the wheel and its movement

The surface of the section that is penetrated by

the beam can be described by the following function,
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for r ∈ [r1, r2],

where (x, y, z) is the point of the surface, and α is

the radian in the x− y plane in the wheel, and r is

the distance to the z-axis. It is for the supporting

structure when r ∈ [0, r1].

The rotating wheel filter is made of a thin plate of

plexiglsass (PMMA 340×340×20 mm) and has a peri-

odic structure of very fine and precise slopes (Figs. 1

and 2). They have to be manufactured to their de-

sired form with a mechanical precision of about 5—

10 µm. Continuous fluid cooling and fixing of the

rotating wheel filter on a vacuum table improves the

cutting quality. Figs. 1 and 2 show the design and

the accurate structure. Optimization of the shape of

the slope is described in section 2.5.

2.2 Wheel movement and dosimetric mea-

surements

The wheel is rotating at 20 rounds per minute

(rpm) while the beam penetrates the region of varia-

tion in the z-axial direction. And the Bragg peak is

moving in the SOBP region at the varying speed to

form a wide SOBP.

Depth dose measurements is performed with the

ionization chambers (PTW/Markus) irradiated in

water to determine the shape of the depth dose curves

for the 90 MeV/nucleon unmodulated and modulated
12C6+ beam.

Fig. 1. Rotating wheel filter. The wheel is ro-
tating while the beam penetrates the varying
region in the z-axial direction. And the Bragg
peak is moving in the SOBP region in the
varying speed to form a wide SOBP.

Fig. 2. Cross section of the rotating wheel fil-
ter. The wheel is used to obtain 1 cm SOBP
for carbon ion therapy.

2.3 Cell survival and biological dose

Along the track of a carbon-ion beam, LET values

are changing from around 10 keV/µm to a few hun-

dred keV/µm. This has a significant impact on the

cell survival and has to be taken into account when
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carbon beams of different energies are combined. The

method used for estimating the relative cell survival

is the linear-quadratic model,

SF = exp(−αD−βD2) . (2)

The variables—α and β—depend on the dose-

averaged LET which varies as a function of depth

for charged irradiation.

In this work, we used the D10 (dose which would

reduce cell survival to 10%) obtained from cell sur-

vival experiments on V79 cells irradiated at different

LET in the carbon ion beam at The Heavy Ion Med-

ical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC)
[1]

.

The RBE is obtained from the ratio between the

doses required to obtain a desired level of cell killing

of a reference radiation quality (X-rays),

RBE(LET,sl) =

DX−Ray(αX−Ray,βX−Ray,sl)

Dcarbon−ion(αcarbon−ion(LET ),βcarbon−ion(LET ),sl)
.

(3)

The RBE thus depends on the LET and the choice

of the survival level (sl). DX−Ray(sl = 10%) and

Dcarbon−ion(sl = 10%) are obtained from Furusawa

group’s report [1]. The biological dose as a function

of the LET and the survival level follows straightfor-

ward:

Dbio(x,LET,sl) = RBE(LET,sl)gDPhys(x,LET,sl),

(4)

where Dbio(x,LET,sl) and DPhys(x,LET,sl) repre-

sent the biology dose and physical dose at the survival

level (sl) and at position x, when the LET is LET.

2.4 Bragg peak movement and biological

dose distribution

The beam penetrates the wheel in the z-axial di-

rection (Fig. 1) while the wheel is rotated at a con-

stant speed. The Bragg peak will be oscillated in the

section of the SOBP. During a quarter of the wheel

rotation, the physical LET distribution can be de-

scribed by the following function,

DPhys
SOBP(x) =

∫T

0

F (t) •Ddphys[x+

∫T

0

v(t)dt]dt , (5)

where v(t) represents the speed of the Bragg peak

movement at time t, Dphys
SOBP(x) represents the physi-

cal dose distribution in depth after SOBP performed,

F (t) represents the ion flux at the time t§Ddphys(x)

represents the pristine physical dose distribution.

F (t) can be modulated to a constant on the Heavy

Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou (HIRFL). So Eq.

(6) can be get from Eq. (5),

D
Phys
SOBP(x) = F (t) •

∫T

0

Ddphys[x+

∫T

0

v(t)dt]dt . (6)

And the biology dose distribution can be described

by the following function basing on the Eq. (4),

Dbio
SOBP(x) =

∫T

0

RBE(LETphys[x+

∫T

0

v(t)dt]) • F (t)

•Ddphys[x+

∫T

0

v(t)dt]dt = F (t) •

∫T

0

RBE(LETphys[x+

∫T

0

v(t)dt]) • Ddphys[x+

∫T

0

v(t)dt]dt,

(7)

where Dbio
SOBP(x) represents the biology dose distribu-

tion in depth after SOBP performed.

2.5 Resolve of Bragg peak movement

To achieve the biological uniform dose distribu-

tion, a function of Bragg peak movement is presented,

∫t

0

v(t)dt =

Broad •

a1
• t+ t1.5 +a2

• t2 +a3
• t3 + · · ·+an

• tn

a1
•T +T 1.5 +a2

•T 2 +a3
•T 3 + · · ·+an

•T n

(8)

for t∈ [0,T ]

It is the distance function of the Bragg movement

at the time t, here, broad is the SOBP broad.

So the rotating wheel can be designed by mini-

mizing the following function,

Relstdev

(

ai

i = 1,2, · · ·n

)

=

{ 1

m−1

m
∑

1

[DSOBPbio(xi)−
1

m

m
∑

1

DSOBPbio(xi)]
2
} 1

2

1

m

m
∑

1

DSOBPbio(xi)

,

(9)

where Relstdev(ai, i = 1,2, · · ·n) represents the rela-

tive standard deviation of the section of SOBP, m

represents the number of the points selected from the

section of SOBP, and xi represents the position in

the section of the SOBP. We have developed a com-

puter program to determine the movement of the

Bragg peak to yield a flat-topped SOBP. The co-

efficients (ai, i = 1,2, · · ·n) are obtained with Monte

Carlo method (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Program flow graph of Monte Carlo
method. Monte Carlo method is a direction
solution. Some random experiment points are
selected from an area, {(a1,a2, · · ·,an)|ai ∈
(ci, bi), i = 1,2, . . .,n}. Then, the least point
is obtained from these random experiment
points. The solution is the least point.

Monte Carlo method is a direction solution. Some

random experiment points are selected from an area,

{(a1,a2, · · ·,an)|ai ∈ (ci,bi),i = 1,2, · · ·,n}.Then, the

least point is obtained from these random experi-

ment points. ai is obtained by the following method,

ai = ci+R(bi−ci), i = 1,2, · · ·,n, where R is a random

number which obeys to the uniform [0,1] distribution.

n: the dimension number of the experiment point

P : the total number of the experiment points;

Max P : the number of the maximum experiment

points;

Broad: the broad of the SOBP;

A: the experiment point (a1,a2,. . . , an);

A∗: the iterative optimization point;

Q: the minimum value of Relstdev(ai, i = 1, ,2, · · · ,n)

in the iterating process, its initial value is the big

number that can be given by the computer.

In the treatment planning, incident particles are

modeled to form a parallel broad beam with the

physical depth-dose distribution given by the one-

dimensional HIBRAC code
[6]

considering up to the

tertiary projectile fragmentation in water. So the

data of Bragg curves, which are used for this program,

are calculated in a water target with the Hibrac code

and measured in water with PTW/Markus. The data

of RBE are obtained from Furusawa group’s report
[1]

.

The entire displaced Bragg curve is determined from

the pristine Bragg curve using quadratic Lagrangian

interpolation. And the RBE curve is determined by

the same interpolation.

3 Result

We have applied the method for many treatment

depths with satisfactory results. We will present an

examples here as the illustration.

Fig. 4. Depth dose distributions. Pristine (ex-
periment) and Pristine (calculating) represent
the experimental result of the pristine Bragg
curves measured by PTW/Markus and calcu-
lated by Hibragg program respectively. Phys-
ical dose (experiment) and physical dose (cal-
culating) represent the SOBP physical dose
distributions measured by PTW/Markus and
calculated by the Hibragg program respec-
tively. And Biology dose represents the RBE
dose distribution calculated through the Pris-
tine (experiment). The results are normalized
to the entrance energy deposition. Biology
dose (calculating) shows the 1 cm wide SOBP
for 90 MeV/nucleon 12C6+, and it is flat to
±0.6% over the SOBP region.

An example of a calculation is shown in fig-

ure 4 for HIRFL. For this particular case, the en-

ergy of the incident carbon ion (12C6+) beam is

90 MeV/nucleon, and the initiation parameters are

initialized, Broad=1, T = 1,n = 3, Max P=10000,

Min=0.006, Q=1. The results are normalized to

the entrance energy deposition. The biology dose

(calculating according to the data of the pristine

Bragg curve measured by PTW/Markus) (Fig. 4) is

flat to ±0.6% over the SOBP region. The physical

dose peak and the pristine peak are shown for ref-

erence. And the movement coefficient of the Bragg
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peak is the following, a1 =−0.285958, a2 = 0.0451064,

a3 =−0.092349.

So the rotating wheel filter (Fig. 1) can be de-

signed basing on Eq. (1). The cross section of the

rotating wheel filter made of Plexiglas is shown in

Fig. 2 for 90 MeV/nucleon, which provide the con-

tinuous variation of the depth of penetration. Here

r1=11 cm, r2=16 cm, C=0.862 cm, Cm=0.862 cm,

of which r1 and r2 are determined by the terminal

for cancer therapy of HIRFL, C and Cm are deter-

mined by the manufacturing condition and material

of Plexiglas respectively.

4 Discussion

Pshenichnov et al applied a Monte Carlo simula-

tion to heavy ion beams and showed its effectiveness

for calculating accurate physical dose distribution
[7]

.

However accuracy improvement in the physical dose

is not enough for treatment planning because pre-

diction of the biological dose is essential in heavy

ion radiotherapy
[8]

. Therefore, we have developed

a new design method for the rotating wheel filter

considering the RBE. For carbon ions with energy

from 80 MeV/nucleon to 250 MeV/nucleon, the de-

sign works well. In this study, the data of measure-

ment matches well with the calculating result from

Hibragg (Fig. 4). And the biology dose distribution

in the SOBP region is flat enough to ±0.6% for the

tumor therapy. Although the wheel works well for

the stable beam, it dose not agree with the variable

intensity beam unless the rotary speed of the wheel

was modulated with the beam intensity.

The advantages of the rotating wheel filter design

may be summed up as follows, being compact, cheap,

and easy to manufacture, and flat enough to form the

SOBP region. Usage of these distributions for treat-

ment planning is currently under exploration. This

technique may obviously be extended to the range

modulation of proton beams.

We express our thanks to the accelerator crew at

the HIRFL, National Laboratory of Heavy Ion Accel-

erator in Lanzhou.
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